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Digital Technology…….Ethics  

▪ AI

▪ Deep Learning

▪ Robotics

▪ Big Data

▪ Quantum Computing

▪ Cloud Computing 

▪ Block chain 

▪ Internet of Things

▪ Digital Twins

▪ Social media and On-line 
platforms

▪ 3D Printing

▪ 5G

▪Privacy

▪Accountability

▪Democracy

▪Property

▪Control

▪Safety

▪Security

▪Justice

▪Equality

▪Sustainability

▪Human dignity

▪ Identity

▪Social cohesion



Confusion
▪Cyber

▪Net

▪E-

▪Artificial

▪Virtual

▪Internet

▪Digital

▪Online

▪Blockchain

▪Community

▪Friendship

▪Person

▪Intelligence

▪Property

▪Crime

▪Democracy

▪Education

▪Organization



Vacuum

▪ “Cyber community” : a sort of community

▪ “Digital Democracy”: a sort of  democracy

▪ “Blockchain organisation”:        a sort of organisation

▪ “Artificial Intelligence”: a sort of intelligence

▪ “Algorithmic Fairness”:                a sort of fairness

▪Conceptual Vacuum 

▪Policy Vacuum 

▪Design Vacuum



Algorithmic Fairness



If we’re thinking about 

Ethics and AI…….

We’re not alone



EY



AI discrepancies exist in four key 

areas:

fairness and avoiding bias, 

innovation, 

data access and 

privacy and data rights.



Deloitte 



KPMG





PWC: AI & Ethics Toolkit 



PWC



In the News: Ethics, Algorithms, AI



UN Human Right Rapporteur

Philip Alston: 



SYri
“Het biedt onvoldoende waarborgen voor 

burgers wier gegevens in SyRI verwerkt 

worden. Voor hen is niet kenbaar dat hun 

gegevens verwerkt worden. De rechtbank 

benadrukt bovendien dat zelfs voor haar 

„oncontroleerbaar” is hoe SyRI ‘onder de 

motorkap’ werkt.

De rechtbank heeft het doel van SyRI

afgewogen tegen privacy-inbreuken en 

beide geplaatst in de context van het recht 

op privéleven uit het Europese 

mensenrechtenverdrag. Privacy-inbreuken 

zijn in dat licht geoorloofd mits dat 

noodzakelijk is vanwege het 

maatschappelijk belang en sprake is van 

een „eerlijke balans” tussen inbreuk en 

doel”



▪"Als zou blijken dat tweede nationaliteit 

op enige manier een rol heeft gespeeld, 

dan is er iets flink mis. Het gaat hier om 

grondrechten". "Als er door de overheid 

onderscheid wordt gemaakt, dan 

hebben we A- en B-burgers. Dat kan 

niet. Iedereen is voor de wet gelijk."

Autoriteit persoonsgegevens: 

Toeslagen Affaire



▪De commissie-Donner 

concludeerde eerder over de 

toeslagenaffaire dat sprake was 

van ‘institutionele 

vooringenomenheid’; áls mensen 

werden geselecteerd voor controle 

waren zij bij voorbaat verdacht of al 

schuldig bevonden.

Rapport Donner: “Institutionele

Vooringenomenheid”





Fraude Signalerings Voorziening:

Mea Culpa 



▪Het datasysteem, de Fraude 

Signalerings Voorziening (FSV), bestaat 

sinds 2014, maar de voorloper van dit 

systeem was al vanaf 2001 actief. Het 

gaat om informatie over van alles en 

nog wat: zelfs geruchten en andere 

informatie waarvan de waarde niet 

helder is. Er staan in totaal 180.000 

burgers geregistreerd.

A- en B-burgers



Data and AI : Now and in The 

Future



Convergence digital technology

▪Cloud Computing

▪Social Networking

▪Mobile Computing

▪Robotics

▪Augmented Reality

▪Sensors

▪Internet of Things



Big Data



Twitter map



REAL TIME 

DEMOGRAPHY, 

SOCIAL SCIENCE



Modeling Infectious Diseases 



MIT’s “Big Data”

Sandy Pentland



▪Fluid Dynamics ▪Network Topology



Hong Kong



Computational Social Science

Network Science

Barabasi
Helbing

Vespignani



Artificial Intelligence



▪ “Growth in computing power, availability of data and 

progress in algorithms have turned AI into one of 

the most strategic technologies of the 21st century. 

The stakes could not be higher. The way we 

approach AI will define the world we live in”. 

▪ European Commission, ‘Communication from the Commission 

to the European Parliament, the European Council, The Council, 

the European Economic and Social Committee and the 

Committee of the Regions: Artificial Intelligence for Europe’ (25 

April 2018) {COM (2018) 237 Final}, 13-14

European Commission





AI’s Contribution to global economic 

output

15.7 trillion in 2030 = 

current economic ouput

of India + China PWC, 

august,2019



Mycin: Stanford (1970)



Neural Nets  



Neural nets

Deep Learning



Deep neural nets





▪used to sift through Big Data; find 

remarkable patterns

▪Classify, categorize, screen, select, label, 

characterize, predict, decide, recognize, 

sense, distinguish, represent, choose, 

target, judge, sentence, refuse, nudge, 

coach, profile, select, 

Algorithms 







▪Dermatologist-

level 

classification of 

skin cancer with 

deep neural 

networks

Nature (2017)



Justice



“Less than one shot” Machine 

Learning 



3. People, Data and AI: High 

Stakes



Corporate actors



Toronto: Google City





Eric Schmidt CEO Google

▪“We know who you are, where you 

have been, more or less what you 

think”



300 Likes = your partner



It is all about connecting People! 

Really?



It’s about our 

Identity Graphs !

-Probabilistic and 

deterministic matching

-Homophily

-Assortativity

-Stigmergy

-Topology 



Zuboff (Harvard Business School)  

Surveillance Capitalism



Paul Nemitz

“Concentration of power 

with Big Tech; Everyone 

is so interested in ethics 

these days, …..as long 

as it is not law….”



1.Capital accumulation 

2.Ownership of ubiquitous and central 

infrastructure/platforms

3.Domination of democracy and 

discourse

4.Control over persons and their data

5.Monopolies in AI science, technology 

and innovation

Concentration of Power



The Good Big Data Society?

▪Equality

▪Liberty

▪Solidarity

▪Property 

▪Transparency 

▪Accountability

▪Democracy

▪Justice

▪Privacy

▪Dignity



Smart Surveillance City







State actors





The Russian Model



The Silicon Valley Model





Citizen Scores





Europe: Museum of the World ?



Europe: Cradle of Enlightenment 

2.0?



AI: A European 

Perspective
“For the EU, it is not so 

much a question of 

winning or losing a race 

between the USA and 

China, but of finding the 

way of embracing the 

opportunities offered by AI 

in a way that is human-

centred, ethical, secure, 

and true to our core 

values”.



European Foundations



Europe: The Third Way



New Geopolitical Commission





European Group on Ethics



High-Level Expert Group on AI



▪Trustworthy AI has three dimensions: 

▪ 1. Compliance with extant EU law, (including GDPR, and 

regulation on product safety and liability). 

▪ 2. Ethical soundness, by adhering to  principles of   

“Respect for human autonomy”, 

“prevention of harm”, 

“fairness”, 

“explicability” 

‘responsibility”. 

▪ 3. Technical robustness by satisfying  technical requirements 

and specifications 

High Level Expert Group on AI: 

Trustworthy AI (Brussels, April 

2019) 



▪ Recommendation of the Council on Artificial Intelligence of OECD (adherents: 

EU member states + Turkey, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Korea, 

Brazil, Argentina, Israel, UK, USA, Mexico, Chile, Peru):

▪“Promoting Responsible Stewardship of 

Trustworthy AI while ensuring respect for 

human rights and democratic values, 

complementing existing OECD standards 

regarding Privacy and Responsible Business 

Conduct, etc)”

OECD Principles (Paris, May 22 

2019) 



▪1. Inclusive growth, sustainable 

development and wellbeing

▪2. Human centered values and fairness

▪3. Transparancy and explainability

▪4. Robustness, security and safety

▪5. Accountability

5 value based principles

First international intergovernmental 

set of AI principles





Breaking News: European 

Parliament



October 2020: European Parliament: 
Ethics framework for AI 

▪ The legislative initiative by Iban García del Blanco (S&D, ES), adopted with 20 
votes in favour, none against and 4 abstentions, urges the EU Commission to 
present a new legal framework outlining the ethical principles to be used 
when developing, deploying and using artificial intelligence, robotics and 
related technologies in the EU, including software, algorithms and data.

▪ MEPs adopted proposals on several guiding principles that must be taken into 
account by future laws including a human-centric, human-made and human-
controlled AI; safety, transparency and accountability; safeguards against bias 
and discrimination; right to redress; social and environmental responsibility, 
and respect for fundamental rights.

▪ When it comes to AI with machine-learning (self-improving) capacities, it 
should be designed to allow for human oversight. If a functionality is used that 
would entail a serious breach of ethical principles and be potentially 
dangerous for people, the self-learning capacities should be disabled and 
revert to operating safely.

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2020/646174/EPRS_BRI(2020)646174_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/en/197717/IBAN_GARCIA+DEL+BLANCO/home


EP thinking: Liability for AI causing 
damage

▪ a future-oriented civil liability framework to be adapted, making 
those operating high-risk AI strictly liable if there is damage 
caused. This would encourage innovation by providing businesses 
with legal certainty, protect citizens better and enhance their trust 
in AI technologies by deterring risky activities. Strict liability should 
also apply to AI systems that have repeatedly caused damage.

▪ civil liability claims against operators of AI-systems. The liability 
would cover protection of life, health, physical integrity, property 
as well as significant immaterial harm if it results in “verifiable 
substantial economic loss”.



What are the ethical 

problems, basically?



4. AI: Ethical Problems

▪i. Knowledge 

▪ii. Democracy

▪iii. Equality

▪iv. Privacy



i. knowledge



Knowledge: Explainability, 

Transparency?



Fairness, Accountability, Transparency

THE BLACK BOX SOCIETY



Rahimi: Has Machine Learning 

Become Alchemy?



Machine Learning: Black Box





Racial Bias in criminal justice 



Autocomplete is…..



Amazon: Discrimination HR 



AI/ML

category

selection

implementation

Data

Self Reinforcing AI Systems 

e.g. Predictive 

Policing



Spurious Correlations







Overfitting



Adversarial attack/spoof



▪ Israeli researchers created malware that can alter CT and MRI 

scans well enough to fool radiologists into misdiagnosis. The 

deep-learning software can create realistic looking fake 

malignant tumors or can hide real growths from scans in close to 

real time

Not so funny……



▪FDA Approves Crisis-Predicting Algorithm to 

Save Hospital Patients From Early Death

Predicting death



XAI: holy grail





MIT De-bias software



Transparency: feature mapping 





Causation vs Correlation



▪Algorithmic Recourse: The ability of a 
person to change the (harmful) decision of 
the model through actionable input 
variables” (Ustun, e.a.)

▪Provide an  algorithm that can generate 
candidate changes of variables that would 
reverse an algorithm’s decisions  (these 
sets of variables are called “flipsets”) (See 
also Alfano, e.a. forthcoming)

“Algorithmic Recourse”



Explainability : GDPR (2018)

▪ Art 22: Person may not be subjected solely to automated 
decision procedure with far reaching effects. 

▪ If it is used, meaningful information about the logic of the 
process needs to be provided

▪ If  an algorithm is used on EU citizens one must publish the 
following: 

▪ a. enough technical details around the model selection and 
training process including the origination and type of the data 
set used for training.

▪ b. understand the importance of the model in public 
deployment — what will be the impact of false positives and 
false negatives and document them and

▪ c. set up systems to educate the data-subject on why not to 
opt-out of the model- prediction process.



Recital 71 GDPR

▪ Recital 71

▪ EU GDPR

▪ (71) The data subject should have the right not to be subject to 
a decision, which may include a measure, evaluating personal 
aspects relating to him or her which is based solely on 
automated processing and which produces legal effects 
concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects him or her, 
such as automatic refusal of an online credit application or e-
recruiting practices without any human intervention.

▪ Such processing includes 'profiling' that consists of any form of 
automated processing of personal data evaluating the personal 
aspects relating to a natural person, in particular to analyse or 
predict aspects concerning the data subject's performance at 
work, economic situation, health, personal preferences or 
interests, reliability or behaviour, location or movements, where 
it produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly 
significantly affects him or her.



▪ In order to ensure fair and transparent processing in respect 

of the data subject, taking into account the specific 

circumstances and context in which the personal data are 

processed, the controller should use appropriate 

mathematical or statistical procedures for the profiling, 

implement technical and organisational measures 

appropriate to ensure, in particular, that factors which result 

in inaccuracies in personal data are corrected and the risk of 

errors is minimised, secure personal data in a manner that 

takes account of the potential risks involved for the interests 

and rights of the data subject, and prevent, inter alia, 

discriminatory effects on natural persons on the basis of 

racial or ethnic origin, political opinion, religion or beliefs, 

trade union membership, genetic or health status or sexual 

orientation, or processing that results in measures having 

such an effect.



XAI



ii. Democracy, freedom, 

choice



Democracy: Freedom, Autonomy.



Microtargetting



Advanced Behavioral Science + 

Big Data + AI





Moeilijk kiezen…..



A/B testing



CASS R. SUNSTEIN – WHY NUDGE?

“It is possible that 

companies that 

provide clear, simple 

products would do 

poorly in the 

marketplace, 

because they are not 

taking advantage of 

people's propensity 

to blunder" (p. 11)





Iii Equality 



▪Allen die zich in Nederland 

bevinden, worden in gelijke 

gevallen gelijk behandeld. 

Discriminatie wegens 

godsdienst, levensovertuiging, 

politieke gezindheid, ras, 

geslacht of op welke grond dan 

ook, is niet toegestaan.

Artikel 1



▪“There are no dicontinuities in the 
range of humanity that would 
accord some humans a lower 
status than others” (Waldron, 86)

▪Basic Equality: Equal Concern, 
worth, status, respect, human 
dignity

▪Single Status Societies (Vlastos)

What makes us equal?



▪Directe Disciminatie

▪Indirecte Discriminatie

▪Structurele Discriminatie

▪Technologische Discriminatie

Discriminatie



▪…handelingen, praktijken of beleid die  
een relatief en aanzienlijk nadeel met zich
mee brengen voor personen op grond van 
het feit dat ze tot een bepaalde sociale
groep behoren….(b.v. een tweede
paspoort, dat een proxy attribuut is voor
etnische afkomst) 

▪De toedeling van dit nadeel is moreel
onaanvaardbaar.

Discrimination



▪ Belangrijke sociale instituties

produceren onevenredig grote nadelige

effecten voor leden van aanmerkelijke

sociale groepen zonder moreel

verdedigbare redenen

Structural Discrimination



▪Digitale technologie produceert 

(mogelijk autonoom) onevenredig 

grote nadelige effecten voor  leden 

van aanmerkelijke sociale groepen 

zonder moreel verdedigbare 

redenen

AI: “Technical Discrimination”



Discrimination: Simpson’s Paradox



iv Privacy



Normative principles of DATA 

PROTECTION GDPR

▪notification
▪participation
▪purpose specification
▪use limitation
▪security
▪accuracy
▪accountability
▪ informed consent (Central Principle of Data Protection)
▪The right to be forgotten (erasure) 
▪Responsibilities of Data Processors…
▪Obligation to report security breaches
▪PET/ Privacy by Default
▪PIA
▪PO



Data Protection =

▪

Constrain 
generating

Acquiring

accessing

processing

Disseminating

Personal Data



Privacy = Data Protection for Moral

Reasons

1. Preventing harm

2. Fairness in markets for personal 
data

3. Prevention of Discrimination

4. Respect moral autonomy



DATA PROTECTION:

• Harm people

• Exploit them

• Discrimate

• Manipulate

• Stigmatize

• Limit their choice and freedom

• Limit their autonomy

• Fail to respect them as persons

• Violate their human dignity

Prevention:



From GDPR to Digital Ethics



Suggestions: “The law is not 

enough” (EDPS Butarelli)
▪ DPIA

▪ DPO

▪ Codes of conduct

▪ Certification

▪ Reputation

▪ Risk Assessment

▪ CSR

▪ Issue management & Public Affairs

▪ Ethics: think and judge for yourself….what are your 
MORAL responsibilities?



EU Data Protection Supervisor: 

Ethics Advisory Group

“Beyond 

GDPR”



EDPS Ethics Group: Digital Ethics

▪Design for Ethical Values (e.g. Privacy 

by Design)

▪Responsible Innovation 



▪In order to protect and strengthen Western 

Liberal democracies in the Age of AI and the 

core trinitarian idea of ‘human rights, rule of 

law and democracy’ we need “ a new culture 

of technology and business development 

…which we call human rights, rule of law and 

democracy by design” 

Paul Nemitz on AI



What does that mean for ethics in 

the Age of AI?



Values expressed in Design: 

Hostile architecture



Bias in Search Engines



Algorithmic bias in Newsfeed





Key Problem

21st Century: Value Sensitive Design

Artefacts
Datasets
Algorithms
Architectures
Materials
Standards
Security
Systems

Infrastructure

Express
Implement

Justify
Audit

Values
Norms
Laws
Ideals
Ethics
Principles

Responsibility
Privacy
Accountability
Agency
Autonomy
Sustainability
Safety
Security

Hospitals
Protocols
Diagnosis
Therapy
Work processes
Health Insurance
Medical Imaging 
Genetics
Surgery



Design for X

▪ Design for privacy 

▪ Design for security

▪ Design for inclusion

▪ Design for sustainability

▪ Design for democracy

▪ Design for safety

▪ Design for transparency

▪ Design for accountability

▪ Design for responsibility



Values hierarchy

Values

Norms

Policies

Mechanisms

Protocols

Design requirements

High Level non-

functional 

requirementsl



Design 
requirement

s

Norms

Values
Priv
acyy

Risk 
mitigat

ion

Coars
e 

graini
ng

Data 
clusteri

ng

Pseud
onymi
zation

Accou
ntabilit

y

Data 
quality

Securi
ty



Sustainability

Intergenerational 
justice

Sustain availability 
of fuels

Effective fuel

Renewable

Reliable supply

Competitive price

Reduce 
greenhouse gas 

emissions

High energy 
efficiency

No additional 
greenhouse 

emissions from 
cultivation, 

production and 
transportation

Avoid increase in 
other 

environmental 
problems

No increased use 
of fertilizer and 

pesticides

No over-use of 
water and of 
other inputs

No increased air 
pollution

Care for nature

Maintain 
biodiversity

Cultivation should 
not have negative 

effects on 
biodiversity

Intragenerational 
justice

Avoid (additional) 
increase in food 

prices

Non-edible

No competition 
for agricultural 
land and other 

inputs

Provide 
opportunities to 

developping 
countries

Can be produced 
in developping

countries

Can be produced 
on small scale 

and with limited 
investments

Ensure just reward

Flexible use of 
license 

agreemnets for IP 
(intellectual 
Property)

Should not 
detoriate working 

conditions for 
farmers

Diagram Ibo vd

Poel



Design a AI based HR Recruitment 

Platform (for autonomy)

MSC thesis Jeroen 

Ter Haar, TUDelft, 

2019



Values hierarchy

Values

Norms

Design 
requirements
(socio-technical)

Privac

y

Informed 

consent to 

processing

Confidentiality Right to 

erasure

Positive 

opt-in

Homomor

phic 

encryption

Data removal 

from live and 

backup 

storage



Utrecht: green busstops (300)

Sustainability

Capture of Run off 

water

Reduced Heat stress

Security

Visibility

Crime reducing

Aesthestically pleasing

Economically viable

Capture of dust 

particles

LED light

Bamboo seats



Ethical Fairphone



safety

privacy

sustainability

Moral Values 
Innovation



Responsible Innovation

(Maatschappelijk verantwoord

innoveren)

If you can change the 

world by innovation today so that 

you can satisfy more of your 

obligations tomorrow, you have a 

moral obligation to innovate today





Privacy Enhancing 

Technology



9 | Licht op de digitale schaduw



9 | Licht op de digitale schaduw



Coarse graining through clustering

Monreale et al. clustering spatio-temporal
trajectories: so that it remains possible to
gauge the traffic in a city (utility), while making 
it impossible to e.g. stalk an individual citizen
(privacy).



K-anonymity



Differential Privacy





Discrimination detection

supplementing privacy by design

Algorithmic discrimination. Ruggieri & 
Pedreschi (2009, 2010) formal tools that
detect implicit or explicit forms of 
discrimination in datasets (e.g.credit scores)



AI: Responsible Innovation 

Ethics by Design 

▪ Use AI and Data 

▪ Transparent;y

▪ Accountably

▪ Systematically 

▪ To achieve legitimate ends 

▪ In compliance with rule of law, democracy and human rights 
and extant law

▪ Facilitates Trust



Trust Crisis in Digital Age 



Do you Trust your Plumber?

Confidence Trust



Trust is about ETHICS

▪Confidence: reliance on the basis of belief in skill, 
expertise, knowledge (epistemic), belief in reliable 
performance in accordance with known 
specifications

▪Trust: reliance on the basis of belief in good will, 
moral motivation of the trustee. Assuming that the 
Trustee is motivated by moral reasons concerning 
the trustor and his/her reliance. This 
interdependence is the explanation of the trustor’s 
reliance on trustee. 


